
CAPPING PRESS PLUS
INSTRUCTIONS
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Your Capping Press is shipped to you ready to begin capping cores. Just install the handle (see "CappingSet-
up"). In the event you need to dump cores first proceed to the section titled "Dumping Set-up".

CAPPING SET- UP:
Remove set collar) from handle and install the handle from the right side of the press. Replace set collar and
tighten set screw. Loosen the 10-32 set screw located at the base of the ram (allen wrench supplied). Insert the
capping tool with the short pins and tighten the set screw. Note: the capping tool is designed to cap 6 or 7 pins
cores.

Loosen the base plate and insert core from right to left with large holes on top. With capping top in place, bring
the ram down and properly align pins with the holes in the capping top. Do not attempt to cap without the cap-
ping top in place. Tighten all screws.

CAPPING:
Insert core from right to left with large holes on top. Insert pins making sure that the stacks are all the way down.
Snap the capping top onto capping unit over the core. Place springs in each chamber and place caps on top of
each spring. The caps should lie flat on the tops of the springs. If the caps you are using have a beveled side,
put this side down to act as lead in. (It has been brought to our attention that some master pins
work well as caps because they are machined and beveled on both sides.)

DUMPING SET-UP:
Follow directions for capping set-up with four exceptions:

Use the dumping tool provided (long pins)
To dump cores with 6 pins, remove the 7th pin from the dumping tool using the allen wrench supplied.
Insert the core from right to left with the small holes on top
Do not use the capping top.

DUMPING CORES:
Insert the core from right to left with small holes on top. Do not place the capping top onto the capping unit.
Lower the ram allowing the ejector pins to enter the core. Press out pin stacks. ,Adjust the stop on the ram so
that the dumping head stops just before it touches the core. NOTE: Because of varying tolerances among
core manufacturers, it may be necessary to allow the base to float freely (do not tighten screws). This will allow
for minor adjustments so that pins will align properly with cores. In some instances, some manufactures' cores
may not align properly for dumping purposes.

ALUMINUM TRAY
For your convenience, we have provided a tray which you will find helpful when capping cores. This accessory is
not required for the press to function properly.



INSTRUCTIONS
Once you have loaded pins into the core and inserted it into the capping block, snap capping top onto the cap-
ping block. Attach the aluminum tray to the press by means of the velcro strips (already attached). The open end
of the tray should now rest on the capping top allowing a supply of caps to be placed into the tray. Springs and
caps can now be inserted into the appropriate holes in the capping top without the use of tweezers.

When the capping procedure is complete, remove the core and insert another one. There is no need to rernove
the tray or the capping top.
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